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Modern writers on domestic violence have stressed the need to place its occurrence
within its social context.1 Historically this context has been the patriarchal society where the
man's dominion over his wife and household was protected by both law and custom. Many
societies have had laws of chastisement that upheld the man's right, even duty, to use physical
punishment against his wife.2 This study will examine domestic violence in Roman Egypt not
from the perspective of the forms the violence took or its prevalence in society, but, rather from
the perspective of a woman's protection from physical violence. It will be examining the right of
a woman not to be physically abused and what recourse she might have if abuse occurred.3 As
will be demonstrated, women in Roman Egypt of the fourth century CE enjoyed some legal
protection from domestic violence, but the extent of the protection and right to legal recourse
varied greatly according to the woman's social standing.
The focus for this study is a particular papyrus document, P. Oxy. VI.903, which raises
the issue of domestic violence against females of three classes: a free woman, her female slave,
and her foster-daughters. The papyrus which is written in poor Greek appears to be a Christian
woman's legal affidavit against her husband dated sometime in the fourth century CE. The
names of neither the woman complainant nor her husband appear in the document and nothing is
known of this case outside of what appears in the document itself. The full text of the papyrus
reads:4

1) Concerning all the insults he spoke against me.
2) He shut away his own slaves and
3) mine together with my foster-daughters and his agent and
4) son for seven whole days in his cellars,
5) having assaulted his slaves and my slave Zoe
6) and half killed them with the beating, and he applied fire to
7) my foster-daughters, having stripped them completely naked which is contrary to
the laws.
8) He also said to the same foster-daughters, "Give up all of her things," and they
said,
9) "She has nothing with us." To the slaves he was beating he said
10) "What did she carry out of my house?" But they said while being tortured
"Nothing
11) at all was carried out but everything is safe and sound."
12) Zoilus went to see him because he had shut away his foster-son,
13) and he said to him, "Did you come on account of your foster-son or on account
14) of such a woman, to babble about her?"
15) He swore in the presence of the bishops and of his brothers,
16) "Henceforward I will not hide all my keys from her (Insertion: he trusted his
slaves but would not trust me) and I will stop
17) and I will not insult her." And so there was a wedding, and after
18) the agreement of these things and the oaths, he again hid all the keys
19) from me. When I had gone out to the church at Sambatho he
20) had the doors shut before me to turn me aside saying "For what reason
21) have you come to the church?" Then he said many cruel things to my face
22) and through his nose. And concerning 100 artabae of wheat
23) due to the State in my name, he paid nothing, not a single artaba. He shut away
24) the books having laid hold of them saying, "You pay the price of the hundred
artabae."
25) He paid nothing which has been said. He said to his slaves, "Provide
26) helpers, to shut her away also." His assistant Choous was carried off
27) to prison, and Euthalamus provided a surety for him which was insufficient.
28) So I took it upon myself to provide a little more for him, namely Choous. Then
I encountered
29) him at Antinoopolis having my bathing-bag(?) in which I had my ornaments.
30) He said to me, "I will take for myself what you have with you on account of
what you gave
31) for my assistant Choous as surety because of his imprisonment."
32) His mother will provide witness concerning all these things. And concerning his
slave Anilla,
33) he continues to distress my soul, both at Antinoopolis and here,
34) saying, "Get rid of this slave because she knows equally well how to get what
she wants," probably
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35) wanting to entangle me, and on this pretext to take away whatever I have myself.
But I
36) refused to get rid of her, and he continued to say, "In the course of a month
37) I will take a mistress for myself." God knows these things.
P. Oxy. VI.903 contains much of interest for ancient historians so it will be useful here to
summarize the points relevant for the immediate discussion. In line 1, the woman complains of
all the acts of húbris her husband spoke against her. Húbris is an outrage which can range from
insult to assault. In lines 2-4 she said that her husband shut away her slaves and foster-daughters
with other people in the cellar for seven days where in lines 5-6 he assaulted and severely beat
her woman slave Zoe. He then questioned her foster-daughters under torture in lines 7-9. The
specific nature of the torture was stripping them naked and applying fire to their skin. In lines
19-20 he physically prevented the woman from entering a church and then said cruel things to
her face and through his nose in lines 21-22. Speaking nasally, or through one's nose, was a
known way for compounding an insult. In lines 25-26, her husband threatened to have his slaves
shut her away. Finally, in lines 28-31 he accosted her in another village and took away all of the
personal property she had with her.
As noted, P. Oxy. VI.903 is a full document and these are only those of her charges
which involved violent or insulting behavior on the part of her husband. It is interesting to note,
however, that she calls as her witnesses to these charges both God (line 37) and her husband's
own mother (line 32).
The legal basis for these charges will now be examined. In 212 CE the Emperor
Caracalla, passed the edict of the Constitutio Antoniniana making almost everyone in the Empire
a Roman citizen. It is probably safe to assume then that the woman petitioner was a Roman
citizen. This does not mean, however, that her case can be settled by examining the Roman
jurists since Romans in Egypt had never been subject to exactly the same laws as Romans living
in Rome. Roman citizens in Egypt were regulated by a combination of imperial constitutions,
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the senatusconsults, provincial edicts of the Emperors, and local edicts of the prefects.5
Prefectual edicts were particularly prevalent in the area of penal law which applies here.6
Roman law in Egypt was clearly influenced both in theory and in practice by the local
law known as "the law of the Egyptians." This local law was codified by the Romans in the
second century CE and applied to everyone in Egypt who was not a Roman citizen, with a few
exceptions.7 The evidence of the extant papyri leaves no question that this native law continued
to be applied after the Constitutio Antoniniana was enacted.8 In order to determine the laws
being applied in fourth century Egypt, we must look to the evidence of the papyri. When direct
evidence is not available one can look toward Roman legal practice in Rome and to native
Egyptian practice but can only surmise how the two may have been melded on any particular
point.
Penal law in Egypt was often quite specific in regard to delicts against the individual.
Delicts, or offenses, could range from physical assault and murder to verbal insults and willful
destruction of another's property.9 The delict of violence in Roman Egypt was called bía in
Greek and was violence by which one person forced another to suffer some outrage.10 In the
Roman period, bía included among other things violence directed against immovables (house,
land, slaves), unlawful seizure of slaves, and probably the loss of personal liberty.11 When the
woman petitioner's husband blocked her entrance into the church (lines 19-20) he was
committing bía or a violent act against her by limiting her personal liberty. He was threatening
bía when he said he was going to have his slaves lock her away (lines 25-26).
Besides actual acts of violence, law in Greco-Roman antiquity had a broad understanding
of the hurtfulness of non-physical attacks. The Roman juristic view was that insult to a person
was an attack on their dignity and personal well-being against which the individual should be
protected.12 The act of insulting someone was known in Greek as húbris in the local law and
closely corresponded to iniuria in Roman law. It included not only verbal offenses but any act
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which showed personal contempt for another person. Virtually all of the personal attacks the
woman petitioner suffered from her husband that have not already been defined as bía would
have legally fallen into the category of húbris.
The acts of bía and húbris/iniuria could generally be perpetrated against any free man or
woman. Could they, however, specifically be perpetrated by a husband against his wife? Was a
wife protected by these laws and did she have recourse if her husband violated them? These are
important questions to clarify since we know that in many societies a wife was considered her
husband's property and she had no recourse if he was cruel towards her. It is disappointing, if
not surprising, that both primary and secondary sources have been mostly silent on this point.
The papyri provide scanty evidence.13 Only one related papyrus has been found for this study
which addresses the legality of domestic violence. In one fragmented petition from the first or
second century CE a woman claimed that her husband had cast her out of their home and beaten
her unlawfully. It reads:14
My husband Julius, son of Diogenes, together with a girl with two children by him,
having unlawfully cast me out of the house with my children and carried off everything
in the house, not only ... but beating me unlawfully ...
There have been several recent secondary works on women and jurisprudence in Roman
Egypt but none have addressed the topic of domestic violence.15 It is unlikely that women would
have made official complaints against their husbands often because of the method by which
disputes were usually settled. Two recent studies of petitions in Roman Egypt demonstrate that
injured parties often attempted to rectify the situation on their own and only appealed to the
authorities as a last resort.16 It is easy to imagine that in cases of domestic violence, the
preferred method of handling would be to appeal to family and friends, especially the woman's
father. In fact, the woman petitioner says in line 15 that she had previously appealed to the
bishops of the Church and her husband's brothers.17
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If the legal codes from Rome are consulted for further evidence regarding domestic
violence, it is learned that by the time of the compilation of the Theodosian Code in 438 CE, it
was illegal for a man to beat a free-born wife. The relevant text reads:18
If a woman should ascertain that her husband is an adulterer, a homicide, a poisoner, or
one who is plotting anything against Our government; or has been convicted of perjury or
forgery ... or if she should prove that he had beaten her (which is not allowed in the case
of freeborn women), We then grant her permission to avail herself of the necessary aid of
repudiation, and to present legal reasons for divorce.
By the time of Justinian it was possible for the Roman woman to sue her husband for many types
of beatings and receive monetary compensation. The relevant portion from Justinian's Novel
(534-565 CE) reads:19
If a man should beat his wife with a whip or a rod, without having been induced to do so
for one of the reasons which we have stated to be sufficient [i.e., where the woman is
blameworthy enough to justify divorce]. We do not wish [the marriage] to be dissolved
on this account; but the husband who has been convicted of having, without such a
reason, struck his wife with a whip or a rod shall give her by way of compensation for an
injury of this kind a sum equal in value to the amount of the antenuptial donation to be
taken out of his other property.
Both of these legal positions may have reflected earlier practices. In addition, it is well
established that Roman women had long had the right to sue their husbands for damage to their
property and related offenses involving property.20
Roman women living in Egypt would have had at least these rights if not more liberal
ones. The Roman practice of patria potestas, which gave a husband power to chastise all
members of his household, was a custom which never really took root in Egypt.21 This was at
least partially due to the native influence where historically women had been considered equal
partners with their husbands in marriage.22 The traditional equality of the married woman in
Egypt combined with the documented rights of the Roman wife suggest that women in fourth
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century Egypt could sue their husbands for violent or insulting behavior. The evidence of P.
Oxy. VI.903 and the first or second century petition mentioned earlier appear to confirm this.
The petitioner in P. Oxy. VI.903 also complained that her husband had locked away in a
cellar for a week, assaulted, and severely beaten her woman slave Zoe (lines 2-6). Ostensibly,
the husband did this in the process of questioning the slave to learn if his wife had taken any of
his personal property. The legal issues at play here would have been 1) the rights of the master
2) the liabilities of someone who was not the master, and 3) the question of whether a slave was
considered communal property in marriage.
In Rome, a slave was considered a res or a thing and for the most part was at his or her
master's disposal. In 319 CE, the Emperor Constantine reaffirmed a master's right to beat a slave
with a rod or whip or put him or her into chains and if the slave died from these punishments the
master would not be prosecuted.23 Constantine did, however, indicate that a master could not
intentionally kill a slave or use illegal forms of punishment including applying fire to the limbs
among other things.
Someone who was not the master of the slave, however, was prohibited from harming
another's slave either through physical assault or insult.24 This was considered iniuria. It is of
interest that the charge of iniuria could be brought on either the master's account or the slave's.25
Apparently the law recognized that a slave could be the injured party even though litigation had
to be brought by the master since slaves could not petition.
The documentation for slave law in Egypt is less specific. There can be no doubt that
masters possessed the power to punish their slaves by beating, but there is little documentary
evidence of it actually being done.26 It has been suggested that the abundance of evidence where
slaves were treated like family indicates that in Egypt masters were very tolerant of their
slaves.27 There are numerous instances though of masters bringing suit against another person
for assaulting their slave. One instance has been found for this study where a man brought a
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charge against another man who had attacked the young female slave of his son. The petitioner
requested that the girl slave, and not he, receive redress and treatment for her injuries.28
Apparently it was also possible in Egypt for a person to be charged with húbris against a slave
and on the slave's--not the master's--account.
This finally raises the question of whether household slaves were considered communal
property in a marriage. In P.Oxy. VI.903 was the husband beating his own slave or another's?
Although there are some instances in Egypt of couples electing to treat their property as
communal,29 this was not the case in this marriage as is made clear in the document itself.30 In
lines 2-3 the woman distinguishes between her slaves and her husband's. In lines 22-24 her
husband refused to make a payment to the State owed in her name, implying that she had to pay
it herself. In lines 29-30, he took away her personal property and in line 35 she accuses her
husband of trying to create a pretext for taking away her property. The property was clearly not
communal and the husband could not have been considered the master of his wife's slaves.
Therefore his beating of the woman slave Zoe would have been an act of húbris against
both the slave Zoe, and his wife as her legal master and possibly also of bía against his wife
since there was a violent act against another's immovable goods, as slaves were considered, and
the unlawful seizure of a slave. The slave woman Zoe, however, had no recourse of her own and
only qualified for redress from húbris if her master chose to press charges.
The woman petitioner also complained of the unlawfulness of the violence directed
against her foster-daughters who were shut away for a week, questioned, and were tortured by
being stripped naked and having fire applied to their bodies. The Greek word for a fosterdaughter is trophíma and generally corresponds to the Latin alumna.31 These terms do not
denote any particular status in themselves, but instead can have a range of meanings.32 For
example, a foster-daughter could have been the free-born child of a relative, probably an orphan,
or a foundling child who was picked up off the rubbish heap and given to a woman to raise,
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probably with payment.33 In this latter case, the child was normally considered to be a slave.34
There is no way to determine the personal status of the petitioner's foster-daughters. It
seems likely that they were slaves since the husband felt no unction over torturing them with
fire, something that could legally be done only to slaves during official questioning. The
Emperor Constantine had expressly forbidden torture by fire as a means for punishing one's own
slaves.35 In fact the woman petitioner noted in line 7 that his actions were "contrary to the laws."
Whether the foster-daughters were slave or free, the actions of the petitioner's husband were
clearly illegal under the conditions that we have already seen. If they were free, he had
committed an act of violence or bía and charges could be pressed by their family.36 If they were
slaves, they at least were not his slaves and he could be sued for húbris and possibly bía by their
owner.37
The juristic process the woman petitioner would have pursued can be easily established.
In the Roman period in Egypt, the charges of bía and húbris were made by the victim to the
police or the conventus.38 The case could be heard by the strategos, epistrategos, or prefect
depending on the details of the individual case and the status of the persons involved. The
offenses of bía and húbris both carried a civil pecuniary penalty. There is little information
about the exact penalties given for delictal offenses in Egypt.39 The practice in Rome, however,
was for the plaintiff to claim a monetary sum that estimated the extent of the "outrage" incurred
by the defendant's conduct.40 The judge could grant this or a lower figure. An important
element in this process was the status of the persons involved. Since húbris was considered an
attack on another's dignity the extent of the outrage hinged on the dignity, that is, social standing,
of the injured party. This meant, for example, that the beating of someone's slave was
considered a much smaller offense than the beating of a free person and consequently entailed a
much smaller financial penalty.
Domestic violence is, no doubt, most prevalent in a society that condones or tolerates it.
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The evidence here suggests that, to some extent, in fourth century Egypt spousal abuse was
tolerated by neither the wife nor the social order. While this may have boded well for a freeborn, Roman citizen wife, it clearly boded ill for a slave woman whose low status gave her little
protection in the eyes of either law or society. Although slave women were theoretically
protected from acts of húbris, only their masters could initiate litigation if they so chose. In
addition, only húbris or insult could be perpetrated against a slave and not the greater offense of
bía or violence. Even if charges of húbris were pressed on a slave woman's behalf the resulting
penalty would be small since it probably was commensurate to the dignity or social standing of
the injured party. Given this reality, it seems likely that an abusive family member would tend
to direct his actions at the members of the household who had the weakest legal position. This
appears to have been the case in P. Oxy. VI.903 where the husband mainly directed verbal
insults at his wife and saved the violent physical abuse for the slaves and foster-daughters.
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